IMPORTANCE  The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends limits on screen-based media use, citing its cognitive-behavioral risks. Screen use by young children is prevalent and increasing, although its implications for brain development are unknown.

OBJECTIVE  To explore the associations between screen-based media use and integrity of brain white matter tracts supporting language and literacy skills in preschool-aged children.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS  This cross-sectional study of healthy children aged 3 to 5 years (n = 47) was conducted from August 2017 to November 2018. Participants were recruited at a US children's hospital and community primary care clinics.

EXPOSURES  Children completed cognitive testing followed by diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and their parent completed a ScreenQ survey.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES  ScreenQ is a 15-item measure of screen-based media use reflecting the domains in the AAP recommendations: access to screens, frequency of use, content viewed, and co-viewing. Higher scores reflect greater use. ScreenQ scores were applied as the independent variable in 3 multiple linear regression models, with scores in 3 standardized assessments as the dependent variable, controlling for child age and household income: Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing, Second Edition (CTOPP-2; Rapid Object Naming subtest); Expressive Vocabulary Test, Second Edition (EVT-2; expressive language); and Get Ready to Read! (GRTR; emergent literacy skills). The DTI measures included fractional anisotropy (FA) and radial diffusivity (RD), which estimated microstructural organization and myelination of white matter tracts. ScreenQ was applied as a factor associated with FA and RD in whole-brain regression analyses, which were then narrowed to 3 left-sided tracts supporting language and emergent literacy abilities.

RESULTS  Of the 69 children recruited, 47 (among whom 27 [57%] were girls, and the mean [SD] age was 54.3 [7.5] months) completed DTI. Mean (SD; range) ScreenQ score was 8.6 (4.8; 1-19) points. Mean (SD; range) CTOPP-2 score was 9.4 (3.3; 2-15) points, EVT-2 score was 113.1 (16.6; 88-144) points, and GRTR score was 19.0 (5.9; 5-25) points. ScreenQ scores were negatively correlated with EVT-2 ($F_{2,43} = 5.14; R^2 = 0.19; P < .01$), CTOPP-2 ($F_{2,35} = 6.64; R^2 = 0.28; P < .01$), and GRTR ($F_{2,44} = 17.08; R^2 = 0.44; P < .01$) scores, controlling for child age. Higher ScreenQ scores were correlated with lower FA and higher RD in tracts involved with language, executive function, and emergent literacy abilities ($P < .05$, familywise error-corrected), controlling for child age and household income.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE  This study found an association between increased screen-based media use, compared with the AAP guidelines, and lower microstructural integrity of brain white matter tracts supporting language and emergent literacy skills in prekindergarten children. The findings suggest further study is needed, particularly during the rapid early stages of brain development.
In a single generation, through what has been described as a vast “uncontrolled experiment,” the landscape of childhood has been digitized, affecting how children play, learn, and form relationships. In addition to traditional programming, rapidly emerging technologies, particularly portable electronic devices, provide unprecedented access to a wide range of media. Use begins in infancy and increases with age, and it was recently estimated at more than 2 hours per day in children younger than 9 years, aside from use during childcare and school. Accompanying this rise are variables with potential risks and benefits, including access to screens (eg, in bedrooms), frequency of use, content, and grownup-child interaction (eg, co-viewing). The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends limits on screen-based media, citing developmental and health risks with excessive and inopportune use. These risks include language delay; poor sleep; impaired executive function and general cognition; and decreased parent-child engagement, including reading together. The World Health Organization recently released even more restrictive recommendations for children younger than 5 years, discouraging screen time and advocating greater study of its implications for health and development.

Recent evidence suggests that screen-based media use poses neurobiological risks in children, yet its associations with early brain development are largely unknown, particularly during the dynamic span of development before kindergarten. Although sensory networks mature relatively early, some sensory networks for higher-order skills, such as language, executive function, multimodal association, and reading, exhibit protracted development and are dependent on constructive stimulation in the home. Specifically, the organization and myelination of white matter tracts, which enhance the efficiency of signal conduction within and between these networks, are highly sensitive to environmental factors.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a powerful means to quantify white matter integrity in the brain and its various factors. Parameters of DTI include fractional anisotropy (FA) and radial diffusivity (RD), scalar values associated with microstructural organization (eg, bundling, packing), and myelination of white matter tracts. The aim of this study was to use DTI to explore the association between composite screen-based media use in the context of the domains cited in the AAP recommendations (access, frequency, content, and co-viewing) and the indexes of white matter integrity in preschool-aged children, particularly major tracts involved with language, executive functions, and emergent literacy (arcuate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and uncinate fasciculus). Given the evidence of risks associated with screen time, we administered assessments of expressive language, speed of processing, and emergent literacy skills to serve as cognitive-behavioral correlates. Our hypothesis was that higher use would be associated with lower integrity in these tracts (ie, lower FA and higher RD) and with lower scores on corresponding cognitive measures.

**Key Points**

**Question** Is screen-based media use associated with differences in the structural integrity of brain white matter tracts that support language and literacy skills in preschool-aged children?

**Findings** In this cross-sectional study of 47 healthy prekindergarten children, screen use greater than that recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines was associated with (1) lower measures of microstructural organization and myelination of brain white matter tracts that support language and emergent literacy skills and (2) corresponding cognitive assessments.

**Meaning** These findings suggest a need for further study into the association between screen-based media use and the developing brain, particularly during early childhood.

**Methods**

**Participants**
A total of 69 parent-child dyads were recruited through advertisement at a children’s medical center and surrounding primary care clinics. Inclusion criteria were as follows: children aged 3 to 5 years, born at least 36 weeks’ gestation, living in a household of native English speakers, without a history of neurodevelopmental disorder conferring risk of language delays, no previous or current kindergarten attendance, and no contraindications to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), such as metal implants. Written informed consent was obtained from a custodial parent, and families were compensated for their time and travel expenses. This study was approved by the institutional review board of Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center and was conducted from August 2017 to November 2018.

**Screen-Based Media Use Assessment**
Research coordinators administered the ScreenQ survey to a custodial parent in a private room before or during the child’s MRI, and responses were entered into a REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) database. ScreenQ is a recently developed, 15-item composite measure of screen-based media use of children aged 3 to 9 years, reflecting the AAP recommendations for this age range. The conceptual model for ScreenQ is derived from the 4 domains of the AAP recommendations: access to screens, frequency of use, content viewed, and interactivity or co-viewing. A preliminary version of the ScreenQ was tested and psychometrically refined in a previous study. Psychometric analyses for the current version included modern-theory Rasch methods and were favorable, including a range of item difficulty, reliability, internal consistency (Cronbach α = .74), and criterion-related validity referenced to external standards of child cognitive skills and home cognitive environment (StimQ-P). The ScreenQ scoring range was 0 to 26 points, with higher scores reflecting greater use than the AAP recommendations.

**Behavioral Measures and Analyses**
Three standardized assessments of language and emergent literacy abilities were administered to the children before their...
Magnetic Resonance Imaging: The MRI was conducted using a scanner equipped with a 32-channel head coil (3 Tesla Achieva; Philips). For DTI, 61 diffusion-weighted images were acquired with a spin echo-planar imaging sequence with the following parameters: repetition time/echo time = 5000/88 ms, acquisition matrix: 96 × 96, 66 slices, slice thickness = 2 mm, 2 × 2 mm in-plane resolution, in-plane parallel-reduction factor = 1.5, and multiband factor = 3. Data were visually assessed for quality issues (eg, pervasive motion or artifact, inadequate coverage) before processing and analyses conducted using the FMRIB (Functional MRI of the Brain) Software Library (FSL), version 5.0.11. Diffusion-weighted images were corrected for subject movement and other artifacts using the eddy function of the FSL.44 Mean (SD) framewise movement across children was 0.54 (0.29) mm, and mean (SD) frequency of outlier slices was 1.3% (1.1%). Slices identified as outliers were replaced with estimates by the gaussian process (eddy’s “repol” option with default parameters, except single-slice and groupwise outlier detection for multiband acquisition).45 The eddy-corrected diffusion-weighted images and rotated b-vectors were applied to fit a standard diffusion tensor model at each voxel using the dtifit function of the FSL. Maps of FA and RD were calculated from the principal eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor using standard methods.46

Diffusion Tensor Imaging
Details of play-based acclimatization techniques used with children before the MRI are described by Vannest et al.43 All children were awake and not sedated during the MRI. The MRI protocol involved a T1-weighted anatomical scan that lasted approximately 6 minutes, 4 BOLD (blood oxygen level-dependent) functional MRI sequences that lasted approximately 5 minutes each (resting state and 3 active tasks), and DTI that lasted approximately 8 minutes; each procedure was separated by approximately 2 minutes to allow the child to rest. Children were allowed to watch a video of their choice during DTI.

The MRI was conducted using a scanner equipped with a 32-channel head coil (3 Tesla Achieva; Philips). For DTI, 61 diffusion-weighted images were acquired with a spin echo-planar imaging sequence with the following parameters: repetition time/echo time = 5000/88 ms, acquisition matrix: 96 × 96, 66 slices, slice thickness = 2 mm, 2 × 2 mm in-plane resolution, in-plane parallel-reduction factor = 1.5, and multiband factor = 3. Data were visually assessed for quality issues (eg, pervasive motion or artifact, inadequate coverage) before processing and analyses conducted using the FMRIB (Functional MRI of the Brain) Software Library (FSL), version 5.0.11. Diffusion-weighted images were corrected for subject movement and other artifacts using the eddy function of the FSL.44 Mean (SD) framewise movement across children was 0.54 (0.29) mm, and mean (SD) frequency of outlier slices was 1.3% (1.1%). Slices identified as outliers were replaced with estimates by the gaussian process (eddy’s “repol” option with default parameters, except single-slice and groupwise outlier detection for multiband acquisition).45 The eddy-corrected diffusion-weighted images and rotated b-vectors were applied to fit a standard diffusion tensor model at each voxel using the dtifit function of the FSL. Maps of FA and RD were calculated from the principal eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor using standard methods.46

Tract-Based Spatial Statistics
We performed 2 analyses using FSL’s tract-based spatial statistics47 pipeline to test for associations between DTI measures and ScreenQ scores: (1) whole-brain analysis and (2) tract-specific analysis. First, individual FA maps were nonlinearly warped into alignment with the FMRIB58_FA template, and the same warp fields were applied to the RD maps to bring them into alignment with standard space. For the whole-brain analysis, an analysis mask was created by skeletonizing the group mean FA map after thresholding at a value of 0.2. Second, a new analysis mask was created by intersecting the whole-brain mask with binarized probability maps48 of the left arcuate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and uncinate fasciculus, which are three tracts associated with language and literacy abilities assessed through the selected cognitive measures (language, emergent literacy, rapid naming).49-54

Left-sided tracts were selected given well-described structural and functional lateralization supporting these abilities at this age.49-51 A general linear model approach was used to test for correlations between ScreenQ scores and each of the 2 DTI measures at each voxel, with ScreenQ scores, demeaned age, and demeaned household income level composing the design matrix. The randomize function52 of the FSL was used to perform 10 000 random permutations of this multiple regression analysis, and familywise error (FWE) rate was controlled with threshold-free cluster enhancement.53 Substantial clusters in the whole-brain analysis were cross-referenced to known white matter tracts using the Johns Hopkins University white matter tractography atlas,54 including commissural tracts.

Results
Demographics
A total of 47 of 69 children (68%) completed DTI (20 [43%] boys and 27 [57%] girls; mean [SD] age, 54.3 [7.5] months). Median household income category was $50 001 to $100 000 per year, and 37 mothers (78%) were college graduates or had higher educational status, reflecting a sample with middle to high socioeconomic status.55 Participant demographics are summarized in Table 1.

ScreenQ Survey and Cognitive Test Scores
Mean (SD; range) ScreenQ score for children completing DTI was 8.6 (4.8; 1–19) points. Median (range) age for initiating screen use was 18 (0–36) months, and median (range) use was 1.5 (0–12) hours per day. Twenty-eight children (60%) had their own portable device, and 19 (41%) had a television or a portable device in their bedroom. Mean (SD; range) CTOPP-2 score was 9.4 (3.3; 2–15) points. Mean (SD; range) EVT-2 scaled score was 113.1 (16.6; 88–144) points, with 64% of scores in the mean range for age. Mean (SD; range) GRTR score was 19.0 (5.9; 5–25) points. Scores are summarized in Table 1.

ScreenQ scores were negatively correlated with EVT-2 (F2,43 = 5.14; R2 = 0.19; P < .01), CTOPP-2 (F2,35 = 6.64; R2 = 0.28; P < .01), and GRTR (F2,44 = 17.08; R2 = 0.44; P < .01) scores, controlling for child age. These associations did not reach statistical significance when household income was included as a covariate, and this may be associated with the moderate collinearity between income level and ScreenQ scores.
$\rho = -0.54$). Scatterplots of ScreenQ scores in comparison with EVT-2, CTOPP-2, and GRTR scores are shown in Figure 1.

**Diffusion Tensor Imaging**

Higher ScreenQ scores were statistically significantly correlated with lower FA and higher RD in extensive aspects of white matter tracts in the whole-brain analysis, controlling for child age and household income ($P < .05$, FWE-corrected). Figure 2 illustrates the extent and degree of these correlations, with parameter estimates from multiple regression analyses showing the adjusted change in FA or RD per unit increase in ScreenQ score. Correlations for FA (35% vs 28%) and RD (33% vs 21%) were generally more extensive in the left hemispheric tracts compared with their contralateral counterparts, as described in Table 2. Tracts with the most extensive associations were involved with language, visual processing or imagery, executive functions, and multimodal association. The arcuate fasciculus exhibited the greatest degree of left laterality (35% vs 10% of tract for FA; 44% vs 6% for RD), consistent with its well-described role in language.56

In the hypothesis-driven analysis, higher ScreenQ scores were correlated with lower FA, covering 16% of the arcuate fasciculus, 29% of the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and 55% of the uncinate fasciculus, controlling for child age and household income ($P < .05$, FWE-corrected). Higher ScreenQ scores were correlated with higher RD, spanning 20% of the arcuate fasciculus, 36% of the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and 39% of the uncinate fasciculus, controlling for age and income ($P < .05$, FWE-corrected). These associations are shown in Figure 3.

Unprecedented technological upheaval over the past few decades has largely outpaced the ability of scientists to characterize its fueling controversy and anxiety among parents, educators, and clinicians. To our knowledge, this study is the first to describe structural neurobiological correlates of screen-based media use in preschool-aged children. The findings are in the context of well-described measures of white matter microstructural integrity, FA and RD.57 Fractional anisotropy is most clearly associated with organization of white matter in parallel bundles, whereas RD is inversely associated with degree of myelination of such bundles57 as well as axonal packing and other microstructural processes. Increases in FA and decreases in RD are consistently observed across development in older children and in response to constructive environmental stimulation, such as language exposure.21,58-60 This study found higher FA and lower RD associated with more screen time in major fiber tracts supporting core language and executive and emergent literacy skills, raising questions as to whether at least some aspects of screen-based media use may provide suboptimal neurodevelopmental stimulation during early childhood.

**Discussion**

Structural markers for language performance involving FA and RD have been described in full-term and preterm children as young as 3 years.31,61 The arcuate fasciculus, which connects receptive (Wernicke) and expressive (Broca) language brain areas,29,30 is associated with language skills,31,62-67 including phonological processing and vocabulary.31,59,64 In this
study, increased screen time was associated with lower FA in 16% and higher RD in 20% of the arcuate fasciculus and also with significantly lower EVT-2 and CTOPP-2 scores, which are concordant neurocognitive results. Similar associations were also seen involving the uncinate fasciculus and inferior longitudinal fasciculus, which support other aspects of language and literacy, such as semantic processing, emotional integration, and incorporation of visual imagery. 

That these associations were left-lateralized (Table 2) is consistent with reliance on language areas in the left hemisphere that increases with age. Lower FA and higher RD in other tracts (eg, superior longitudinal fasciculus, anterior thalamic radiation, and forceps minor) are also consistent with the reliance of language processing on a distributed, bilateral network that becomes more specialized with age. Although these findings are correlational in nature and do not identify causality or long-term developmental risks, they align with findings in previous studies describing the detrimental outcomes of screen time for language abilities in children, warranting further investigation.

Rapid automatized naming is a critical language and literacy skill that supports orthographic-phonological translation (eg, nonword reading) and semantic processing (eg, deriving meaning from objects, symbols, or letters) and is highly indicative of reading outcomes. Lesion studies have described major deficits in word and object naming involving the uncinate fasciculus, particularly in the left hemisphere. The inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus also plays a major role in rapid automatized naming, with higher FA estimating better performance. Substantial decreases in FA in the uncinate fasciculus (55% of the left, and 35% of the right) and fronto-occipital fasciculus (44% of the extent of the left, and 34% of the right) in the context of lower CTOPP-2 scores are concordant neurocognitive findings associated with greater screen use. In addition, rapid automatized naming is intimately associated with broader executive functions, including speed of processing and working memory, which are supported by other tracts associated with greater use in the whole-brain analyses (superior longitudinal fasciculus, forceps minor, and anterior thalamic tracts).

Although broader executive functions were not directly assessed in this study, the associations between higher screen use and lower FA and higher RD for each of these tracts are consistent with deleterious associations that have been previously described in young children.

The children in this study were not yet attending school and not yet reading independently, but we believe these findings are highly relevant within the construct of emergent literacy, an incremental process beginning in infancy that involves skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for reading and writing. Emergent literacy development has been associated with increases in FA and decreases in RD in the arcuate fasciculus, whereas lower FA in the arcuate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and superior longitudinal fasciculus has been associated with lower pre-reading (particularly phonological) skills. Neural microstructure involving frontal, thalamic, parietal, and temporal areas (eg, through arcuate fasciculus or superior longitudi-

solid blue line represents least squares fit; dashed blue lines, 95% CI bounds of slope; dashed orange lines, 95% prediction interval for new observations. CTOPP-2 indicates Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing, Second Edition; GRTR, Get Ready to Read! assessment.
Although establishing causation is beyond the scope of this study, a critical question is whether neurobiological differences are directly associated with properties of screen-based media itself or indirectly associated with differences in human interactive (eg, shared reading) time, which tends to decrease with greater use.\textsuperscript{14}\textsuperscript{14} Aspects of both associations seem likely, as suggested by a recent MRI study of children aged 8 to 12 years that found lower functional connectivity within the emerging reading network was correlated with higher screen time and higher functional connectivity was correlated with more reading time.\textsuperscript{18} Given the prevalence of “learning” applications marketed for young children and the emphasis on technology in early childhood educational curricula,\textsuperscript{3} multi-year studies of emergent literacy outcomes are warranted to determine long-term implications.

Limitations and Strengths
This study has several limitations. The sample largely comprised families with high socioeconomic status, yet household income was accounted for in the DTI analyses. Association...
tions between ScreenQ survey and cognitive testing scores did not meet the threshold for statistical significance when income was included in the model, which may be associated with the moderate collinearity between income level and ScreenQ scores that negatively affected statistical power, particularly given the small sample size. Both behavioral and DTI findings may have been even more robust in families with higher socioeconomic status compared with families with lower socioeconomic status, for whom language, literacy, and other cognitive disparities are well documented.82,83

Although exhibiting strong psychometric properties,35 ScreenQ is a new measure reliant on parent reporting and thus is subject to social desirability bias. However, no similar composite measure or direct assessment currently exists, and ScreenQ reflects domains in the current AAP recommendations.5 Although DTI is a powerful method for studying white matter in the brain, it is vulnerable to artifacts attributable to nonuniform directionality of fiber tracts, such as crossing fibers.28 However, the analyses involved well-defined tracts and a hypothesis-driven approach, and FA and RD findings were consistent with results in the current behavioral and neuroimaging literature and with each other. Diffusion-weighted images were acquired at the end of the MRI session, resulting in a lower success rate (68%) than from recent work,17 possibly conferring bias toward older children with higher attention skills. However, DTI is a task-free paradigm that is not affected by performance factors. Although important, the cross-sectional nature of this study precludes the discernment of causation or whether the results are attributable to screen time or an indirect effect of differences in reading, language, or other constructive experiences.3,28

This study also has strengths. The sample of preschool-aged children is remarkable given the difficulty of successfully conducting MRI at this age. The DTI results survived stringent correction for motion and multiple comparisons, controlling for child age and household income, and were concordant with behavioral results controlling for child age. Rather than apply a single screen time variable, such as minutes per day or violent content as is often the case,84,85 ScreenQ incorporated domains of use into a coherent composite, providing a more holistic view of use.35 The analyses were driven by a hypothesis based on recent neuroimaging evidence and AAP guidelines, including characterization of associations for a broad range of tracts supporting relevant cognitive abilities and focused analyses with increased statistical power. The DTI findings aligned with those on validated cognitive measures, providing compelling insights into the implications for child development, preschool education, and further research.
Although preliminary, this study fills a gap in evidence and provides a novel, neurobiological lens through which to view the recommendations of the AAP1,2 and World Health Organization15 in terms of readiness of brain networks to constructively process screen-based media and the marketing of such media to children. Given the results of this study, we can speculate that before age 5 years, when brain networks are developing rapidly,86,87 caution is warranted, noting the postulate attributed to Donald Hebb: “neurons that fire together, wire together.”42 We believe multiyear studies are needed to explore whether the associations observed in this study, related to language and literacy abilities, reflect longer-term risks and outcomes. Such studies are critical in the context of a child’s early cognitive ecosystem, in which unprecedented technological shifts may change how children live, connect, and learn.

Conclusions
In this study of 47 preschool-aged children, increased use of screen-based media in the context of the AAP guidelines was associated with lower microstructural integrity of brain white matter tracts that support language, executive functions, and emergent literacy skills, controlling for child age and household income. Screen use was also associated with lower scores on corresponding behavioral measures, controlling for age. Given that screen-based media use is ubiquitous and increasing in children in home, childcare, and school settings, these findings suggest the need for further study to identify the implications for the developing brain, particularly during stages of dynamic brain growth in early childhood.
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